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WIRE ROPE NET AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING A WIRE ROPE NET

Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a wire rope net and the method to produce such a wire rope net mainly used for geotechnics, in particular to prevent slope instabilities.

Background Art

[0002] Slope instabilities are common problems in civil construction. They occur especially in the construction of roads and have high recurrence when the slopes of the affected zone are steeply inclined and are subject to climatic factors, which can lead to accelerated soil and rock erosion.

[0003] One of the solutions to reduce the frequent landslides or against falling rocks is installing highly resistance flexible membranes anchored to the ground. An anchored wire rope net is a pattern-anchored but flexible system used for the stabilization of slopes. It consists of wire rope nets joined by a perimetric rope. The nets support loads developed from detached or falling rocks and transmit this load to the perimetric ropes. In the corner of each net is an anchor that takes the load from perimetric ropes and transmits it into the deep and stable portion of the slope. The resistance function in these systems is mainly developed by wire rope nets, which justify the search of new designs in order to achieve the best possible performance.

[0004] WO05120744 A1 discloses a protective net, especially for rockfall protection or for verge securing, with a diagonal weave, is formed by a individual spiral-shaped bent wire strands from high tensile steel. EP1538265A1 and US5996972A relate to a net comprises wires or ropes braided together. Moreover, nets are made by weaving wire ropes and the crossings of wire rope are fixed by hard rings as disclosed in US1367249A or by connector clip as disclosed in CA654639A. These solutions considerably complicate the manufacturing process.
WO2008132654A1 and US20130251461A1 respectively disclosed a protective net produced by a relatively simple process. It provides for the use of a substantially rectangular frame on which is wound and tensioned a cable or rope which, starting from an initial position, in the vicinity of one of the vertices of the frame, is folded on itself several times until it returns to the initial position, forming a complete network of square, rhomboidal or rectangular meshes.

Suffering from considerable impact from rocks or high load in a long term use, the failure of wire rope net normally appears at the cross points and also at the selvedge.

Disclosure of Invention

It is an object of the present invention to provide a stable wire rope net to prevent slope instabilities and to provide a fabrication method for such a wire rope net.

It is another object of the present invention to provide an adaptable connector to fix the intersections of the wire rope net.

According to the first aspect of the present invention, it is provided a wire rope net (10,20) for securing and providing support to a surface, as shown in Fig. 1 and 2. Said wire rope net comprises a wire rope mesh panel (12,22) and a plurality of fastening means (14,24). Said wire rope mesh panel comprises one or more wire ropes, which are folded and crossed at intersections to form a plurality of internal meshes (16,26). At least some of the intersections are fastened by said fastening means. At least some of the intersections inside said wire rope mesh panel three parts of the one or more wire ropes cross each other and at least some of the said internal meshes (16,26) are in the form of triangular shape. Preferably, at each intersection inside said wire rope mesh panel three parts of the one or more wire ropes cross each other and said internal meshes (16,26) are in the form of triangular shape. Preferably, at least some of said triangular shaped internal meshes are equilateral or isosceles.
In contrary to traditional wire rope nets having panels and internal meshes in the form of square or rectangular shape, according to the present invention, the internal meshes of wire rope net are in the form of triangular shape. Triangles are the building blocks of many structures mainly because of their ability to bear large loads without deformation. They are considered to be the strongest shape because a triangular structure subject to strong forces collapses due to material fatigue and not to geometric distortion. It is widely accepted that triangles are so strong when compared to a square or rectangular structure.

In the particular case of flexible membranes anchored to slopes, triangular dispositions, either equilateral or isosceles, would also present a better performance in reference to isotropy, whereas traditional solutions have a more irregular behavior in this regard. Besides, if the internal meshes are in the form of triangular shape, the wire rope nets can be manufactured with bigger internal meshes, which make it possible to reduce connection points. Also, an equal performance of wire rope net can be reached using less amount of material.

According to the present invention, the intersections inside the wire rope mesh panel are intersections of three parts of the one or more wire ropes. Herein “intersections inside the wire rope mesh panel” means the intersections exclude those on the outer periphery of the wire rope mesh panel. The intersections at the outer periphery or edges of the wire rope mesh panel could be (and are normally) different from the intersections inside the panel due to the termination at edges. “Intersections of three parts of the one or more wire ropes” means a cross-point of three substantially straight parts or portions of one folded wire rope or more wire ropes. The three parts of wire ropes at the intersection cross with each other. The intersections inside the wire rope mesh panel are points where three straight portions of wire rope cross with each other.

In order to keep the size of the triangular shaped internal meshes, the intersections inside wire rope mesh panel may be fastened by
fastening means. When a wire rope net is working, some stresses are produced in its elements. Thus wire rope fastening means should have high stiffness to avoid elements moving freely. The joint of three parts of a wire rope in the net is very important in the overall operation, because if the intersection where the three parts of the wire rope join moves freely, the net internal mesh size increases and the system fails, causing landslides to fall onto roads. The fastening means or joint model guarantees that the internal mesh is maintained valid when three parts of one or more wire ropes cross each other and that it is able to bear the loads that tend to move one part of wire rope over the other.

[0014] The intersections inside the wire rope mesh panel are intersections of three parts of the one or more wire ropes. In order to configure triangular shape of the internal meshes, the intersection of meshes can involve four or more lines, but each intersection at least involves three lines. According to the present invention, the intersections inside the wire rope mesh panel preferably involve the minimum number of lines required for triangular configuration. This limits the abrasion at the intersections since the less the contact area is, the less the abrasion occurs, provided that other conditions are the same. On the other hand, the fastening means can be relatively simply designed and can provide better fixation and compactness for intersections of three lines than the fastening means for intersections of more than three lines.

[0015] Preferably, the fastening means are clamps or clips. As an example, the fastening means consists of two parts able between them to embrace portions of the wire rope at the intersection. On each part of fastening means are six bendable tongues engageable over the other part thereby to define the lay of three parts of the wire rope and to anchor the three parts together. With this clamp, a joint is achieved that is stiff, strong and can also be without sharp elements.

[0016] Preferably, the wire rope mesh is woven from a single wire rope without cuts. Thus, the net has a high resilience. More preferably, the wire rope and the fastening means are made of steel. The wire rope
composition will assure both a high tensile strength and an adequate balance between flexibility and wear resistance. As an example, the wire rope can be made from high carbon steel to achieve high tensile strength, while the fastening clamps can be made from low carbon steel for reasonable hardness and flexibility. As an example, the wire rope has a diameter in the range of 3 to 8 mm. The wire rope may have any configuration, such as a 7x7 or 6x7 configuration. Preferably, each wire is galvanized to provide corrosion protection.

[0017] The wire rope net according to the present invention may have any shape, for instance in the shape of rectangular, triangular or octagonal. The area of one piece of wire rope net depends on the application: it can vary in the range of 1 m² to 100 m², e.g. the length of one side of triangular or square net is in the range of 2 to 6 m. The size of internal meshes can vary in the range of 10 cm to 100 cm, preferably in the range of 20 cm to 60 cm and more preferably in the range of 25 to 40 cm.

[0018] According to the second aspect of the present invention, it is provided a method for producing above described wire rope net, comprising the steps of: (a) Weave one or more wire ropes on the mounting table into a wire rope mesh panel, wherein three parts of said one or more wire ropes cross each other at at least some of intersections forming at least some of internal meshes in the form of triangular shape, (b) Dispose fastening means at at least some of the intersections, assuring their fixation and compactness by applying a pressing process.

[0019] According the present invention, the mounting table may have a triangular or rectangular frame as tabletop, wherein a plurality of guiding elements for weaving the wire rope are disposed on the triangular or rectangular frame. Preferably, the plurality of guiding elements is screws. More preferably, the plurality of guiding elements on the frame is spaced with equal distance.
[0020] Preferably, one wire rope is applied to form one piece of wire rope net. The wire rope is woven into a wire rope mesh panel in such a way that there are no overlaps of lines of wire rope except intersections.

[0021] Apart from the application on geotechnics, in particular to prevent slope instabilities, wire rope net according to the present invention can also be implemented within an anti-avalanche system, which can be regarded as a particular case of a standard protecting barrier. Besides, these nets can also be used within the field of aquaculture, as a measure to protect fishes from predators. Finally, there is the possibility to utilise them with architectural purposes, e.g. as part of the facade of a multi-storey parking in which achieving a low visual impact is a predominant criterion, or constituting the barriers of a footbridge.

**Brief Description of Figures in the Drawings**

[0022] The invention will be better understood with reference to the detailed description when considered in conjunction with the non-limiting examples and the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0023] Figure 1 schematically shows a triangular wire rope net according to the first embodiment of the present invention.

[0024] Figure 2 schematically shows a rectangular wire rope net according to the second embodiment of the present invention.

[0025] Figure 3 shows a triangular mounting table.

[0026] Figure 4 shows a weaving pattern of a triangular wire rope net.

[0027] Figure 5 illustrates equilateral triangular shaped internal meshes jointed with fastening clamps at intersections.

[0028] Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b) shows respectively the outer and inner view of a piece of clamp according to the first embodiment of the present invention.

[0029] Figure 7 (a) and Figure 7 (b) shows respectively a piece of clamp making up the assembled joint clamp and the joint clamp in a wire rope net according to the first embodiment of the present invention.

[0030] Figure 8 shows a rectangular mounting table.

[0031] Figure 9 shows a weaving pattern of a rectangular wire rope net.
[0032] Figure 10 illustrates isosceles triangular shaped internal meshes jointed with fastening clamps at intersections.

[0033] Figure 11 (a) and Figure 11 (b) shows respectively the outer and inner view of a piece of clamp according to the second embodiment of the present invention.

[0034] Figure 12 (a) and Figure 12 (b) shows respectively a piece of clamp making up the assembled joint clamp and the joint clamp in a wire rope net according to the second embodiment of the present invention.

Mode(s) for Carrying Out the Invention

[0035] Figure 1 schematically shows a triangular wire rope net according to the first embodiment of present invention. The wire rope net 10 has a triangular shaped wire mesh panel 12 and the intersections of folded wire rope are fastened by fastening means 14. The wire rope is a steel rope having a diameter of 5 mm and having a 7x7 configuration. The internal meshes 16 are in the form of equilateral triangular shape.

[0036] It starts off with the fabrication of a specially designed mounting table 30 as shown in Fig. 3. Three UPN beams 31,32,33 are welded together to compose an equilateral triangular frame as a tabletop. The table has three legs 34,35,36 in the form of a square chamfering shape. The three vertices of the triangular frame respectively rest on three legs 34,35,36 of the table. Through the collocation of several angled plates 37, the vertices of the triangular frame are fixed on the legs of the table as shown in Fig. 3. The legs of the table may also be fixed to the floor. A series of screws 39 are placed over the beams, so that they act as a guide for the weaving of the panels. Preferably, the screws 39 on each beam 31,32,33 are spaced with equal distance.

[0037] Then, a certain amount of wire rope is used to manufacture a mesh panel as the case requires. Preferably, only one single wire rope is used to form a piece of wire rope mesh panel. The wire rope is guided and woven on the mounting table following a specific routine. The weaving steps are to be followed in order. As shown in Fig. 4, the guiding elements on the tabletop are indicated by numbers (1-8 and
1'-8') and letters (a-i). The wire rope passes the guiding elements or points in the order of 0-0'-a-8-8'-i-o, 0-1-1'-b-7-7'-h-1, 1-2-2'-c-6-6'-g-2, 2-3-3'-d-5-5'-f-3,3-4-4'-e-4. It starts from point 0 and ends at point 4. There is no overlap of lines of wire ropes except at intersections.

[0038] Subsequently, as shown in Fig. 5, the fastening clamps 52 are disposed preferably at every internal intersection, i.e. intersections inside the mesh panel except the intersections at the triangular frame of the mounting table.

[0039] Figure 6 (a) and Fig. 6 (b) shows respectively the outer and inner view of a part or piece of clamp. The fastening clamp is made of two identical parts or pieces 60, 60' jointed by six bendable or foldable tongues or pins 61,62,63,64,65,66 or 61',62',63',64',65',66'. These bendable tongues or pins 61,62,63,64,65,66 or 61',62',63',64',65',66' are folded and inserted into the opposite symmetrical piece, and engageable over the other piece thus define the lay of three parts of the wire rope and to anchor the three parts together. One piece of the clamp has three holes 67,68,69 adaptable for three tongues or pins on the opposite symmetrical piece. As shown in Fig. 6, the clamp preferably has six symmetrical convexities on surface viewed from the outside, each positioning between two tongues, for adapting or conforming parts of one or more wire ropes.

[0040] As shown in Fig. 7 (a), three parts of the wire rope are crossed at intersection 72. The clamp 74 is assembled on the intersection 72 positioning the wire ropes individually in the convexities. By pressing process, two pieces of clamp are engaged and jointed, enclosing and protecting the three crossed lines of wire rope. The intersection is thus fixed and the mesh size of the wire rope net is guaranteed.

[0041] The wire rope net may be submitted to the pertinent laboratory tests in order to guarantee their correct behaviour.

[0042] Lastly, the wire rope nets are transported to installation site, where their final colocation will require a series of auxiliary elements. Depending on whether the complete system is going to be a membrane anchored to the ground or a protecting barrier, such
elements may vary among sewing cables, poles, different anchorage devices, bolts, spike plates or wire meshes.

[0043] As a second embodiment, the wire rope net may have a rectangular shape as shown in Fig. 2. The wire rope net 20 has a rectangular shaped wire rope mesh panel 22 and the intersections of folded wire rope or wire ropes are fastened by fastening means 24. The internal meshes 26 are in the form of isosceles triangular shape.

[0044] A mounting table with rectangular frame as a tabletop is designed accordingly as shown in Fig. 8. The fabrication of the mounting table with rectangular tabletop is similar to the mounting table with triangular tabletop except the shape of tabletop.

[0045] The wire rope used to manufacture a mesh panel may be same as triangular wire rope net and preferably a single wire rope is used to form a piece of wire rope mesh panel. In contrast to the triangular shaped wire rope net, the wire rope is guided and woven on the rectangular mounting table following a specific routine. As shown in Fig. 9, the guiding elements on the tabletop are indicated by numbers (1-10 and 0'-10') and letters (a-e and a'-e'). The weaving steps are to be followed passing the guiding elements or points in order of: 0-0'-a-2-b', b'-4'-c-6-d', d'-8'-e-10-10'-e', e'-8-d-6'-c'-4, 4-b-2-a-0, 0-10'-9-1-2-8'-7-3-4-6-5-5-6-4'-3-7-8-2'-1'-9-10-0'. It starts from point 0 and ends at point 0'. Also, there is no overlap of lines of wire ropes except at intersections.

[0046] As another example, only at some of the intersections, instead of at each intersection inside said wire rope mesh panel, three parts of said one or more wire ropes cross each other and only some of said plurality of internal meshes is in the form of triangular shape. This type of wire rope mesh can be produced using the mounting table as shown in Fig. 8, while the weaving steps are to be followed passing the guiding elements or points in order of: 0-0'-a-2-b', b'-4'-c-6-d', d'-8'-e-10-10'-e', e'-8-d-6'-c'-4, 4-b-2-a-0, 0-10'-8-2-4-6-4'-6-8-2'-0'-10. In this way, at some of the intersections inside said wire rope mesh
panel, two parts of said one or more ropes cross each other and some of said plurality of internal meshes are in the form of quadrilateral in addition to some of said plurality of internal meshes in the form of triangular form. As a consequence, the material used for production is less and the cost of the wire rope net is reduced.

[0047] The fastening clamps are subsequently applied on at least some of the intersections as shown in Fig. 10. The configuration of the clamps is also adapted for the isosceles triangular shaped internal meshes. The distribution of the convexities on each piece of clamp conforms to the locations of the wire rope at the intersections. The angle $\alpha'$ between two neighboring convexities 112 and 114 as shown in Fig. 11 (a) is substantially equal to the vertex angle $\alpha$ of isosceles triangular shaped internal mesh as shown in Fig. 10. The angle $\beta'$ between two close convexities 114 and 116 as shown in Fig. 11 (a) is substantially equal to the base angle $\beta$ of isosceles triangular shaped internal mesh as shown in Fig. 10.

[0048] The intersections 122 of three parts of the wire rope are placed in the centre of the clamp 124 and are fixed and compacted by the clamps as shown in Fig. 12. In this example, the tongues or pins 126 on the clamps after engaging the two pieces of clamps are further bent or folded onto the engaged piece. The clamps are thus locked and even more stable.

[0049] A rectangular wire rope net is thus formed with preferably a designed clamp at each intersection.
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Claims

1. A wire rope net for securing and providing support to a surface, said wire rope net comprising a wire rope mesh panel and a plurality of fastening means, said wire rope mesh panel comprising one or more wire ropes, said one or more wire ropes making intersections to form a plurality of internal meshes, at least some of the intersections are fastened by said fastening means, characterized in that at least some of the intersections inside said wire rope mesh panel three parts of said one or more wire ropes cross each other and at least some of said plurality of internal meshes are in the form of triangular shape.

2. A wire rope net according to claim 1, wherein at least some of said plurality of triangular shaped internal meshes are equilateral or isosceles.

3. A wire rope net according claim 1 or 2, wherein the fastening means are clamps.

4. A wire rope net according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the fastening means consists of two parts able between them to embrace portions of the wire rope at the intersections, and wherein six bendable tongues are on each part engageable over the other part thereby to define the lay of three parts of the wire rope and to anchor the three parts together.

5. A wire rope net according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the wire rope mesh panel is woven from a single wire rope without cuts.

6. A wire rope net according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the wire rope and the fastening means are made of steel.

7. A wire rope net according to claim any one of the preceding claims, wherein the wire rope has a diameter in the range of 3 to 8 mm.

8. A wire rope net according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the wire rope has a 7x7 or 6x7 configuration and each wire is galvanized.

9. A wire rope net according claim any one of the preceding claims, wherein the wire rope net is in the shape of rectangular, triangular or octagonal.

10. A wire rope net according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the area of the wire rope net is in the range of 1 m² to 100 m².
11. A method for producing a wire rope net according to any one of the preceding claims, comprising the steps of:

(a) Weave one or more wire ropes on a mounting table into a wire rope mesh panel, wherein three parts of said one or more wire ropes cross each other at at least some of the intersections forming at least some of internal meshes in the form of triangular shape,

(b) Dispose fastening means at at least some of the intersections, assuring their fixation and compactness by applying a pressing process.

12. A method for producing a wire rope net according to claim 11, wherein the mounting table has a triangular or rectangular frame as a tabletop, and wherein a plurality of guiding elements for weaving the wire rope are disposed on the triangular or rectangular frame.

13. A method for producing a wire rope net according to claim 11 or 12, wherein the plurality of guiding elements is screws.

14. A method for producing a wire rope net according to any one of claims 11 to 13, wherein the plurality of guiding elements on the frame is spaced with equal distance.

15. A method for producing a wire rope net according to any one of claims 11 to 14, wherein one wire rope is woven into a wire rope mesh panel in such a way that there are no overlaps of lines of said wire rope except intersections.
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